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The kinetics andmechanisms of graphene growth on Ni films at 720–880 !C have beenmeasured using fast
pulses of acetylene and real-time optical diagnostics. In situ UV-Raman spectroscopy was used to
unambiguously detect isothermal graphene growth at high temperatures, measure the growth kinetics
with "1 s temporal resolution, and estimate the fractional precipitation upon cooldown. Optical
reflectivity and videography provided much faster temporal resolution. Both the growth kinetics and the
fractional isothermal precipitation were found to be governed by the C2H2 partial pressure in the CVD
pulse for a given film thickness and temperature, with up to "94% of graphene growth occurring
isothermally within 1 second at 800 !C at high partial pressures. At lower partial pressures, isothermal
graphene growth is shown to continue 10 seconds after the gas pulse. These flux-dependent growth
kinetics are described in the context of a dissolution/precipitation model, where carbon rapidly dissolves
into the Ni film and later precipitates driven by gradients in the chemical potential. The combination of
pulsed-CVD and real-time optical diagnostics opens new opportunities to understand and control the
fast, sub-second growth of graphene on various substrates at high temperatures.

Introduction

The unique thermal, electrical, and optical properties of gra-
phene1 may enable many potential applications involving this
material, especially in the area of nanoelectronics.2 These
applications require reliable methods for the rapid synthesis of
well-dened crystalline patches of graphene, and inmany cases,
at specic locations on different substrates. Among the many
different methods of graphene synthesis, chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) is the most attractive since it permits the
growth of graphene on metal catalyst-patterned substrates.3

CVD of graphene includes the processes of decomposition of
hydrocarbon gas on metal catalyst foils or lms, followed by the
self-assembly of carbon into graphene. Among the many
differentmetals employed for graphenegrowth, Cu4–12 andNi13–20

are the most widely used and studied. Most of the progress
toward optimizing the growth of graphene in (i) large single-

crystals with (ii) controlled numbers of layers over (iii) large
surface areas has resulted from the empirical variation of the
CVD growth parameters (temperature, partial pressures and
ows of the feedstock and buffer gases, etc.).5,8–12,21 Despite such
progress, it has been difficult to achieve a fundamental under-
standing of the growth mechanisms. In many of these experi-
ments, it is commonly accepted that graphene grows by
segregation of surface carbon in the case of metals with low
carbon affinity such as Cu, and by a dissolution/precipitation
mechanism in the case of metals with high carbon affinity, such
as Ni, whereby carbon atoms rst dissolve in the metal at high
temperatures and then precipitate to its surface upon cooling to
form graphene. While in conventional CVD experiments it takes
minutes to grow graphene on Cu,22,23 and similar growth times
have been reported onNi13,15,17,18 substrates, graphene growth on
metalswithhigh carbon affinity shouldbe very similar to therst
stage of SWNT growth – i.e., the nucleation of a nanotube cap –
which clearly can occur very rapidly at the growth tempera-
ture.24–26 Very rapid, sub-second growth of graphene on Ni foils
has been demonstrated in laser direct-write processing.27

To clarify the mechanisms and kinetics of graphene growth,
several key in situ diagnostic experiments have been performed,
although under the well-controlled conditions conducive for
surface science measurements.22,28,29 For example, in situ low-
energy electron microscopy was used during deposition of
elemental carbon on Cu to conrm that graphene grows by
segregation of surface carbon at the edges of lobed structures at
high temperatures.22 In the case of Ni, however, CVD growth of
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graphene by both surface assembly and dissolution/precipita-
tion mechanisms have been observed by a variety of in situ
diagnostic, during cooling, and even sometimes at the growth
temperature. For example, with very low pressures of propylene
(C3H6) gas on Ni (111), real-time photoemission spectroscopy
indicated self-limited surface-growth of graphene from adsor-
bed C3H6 fragments at the growth temperature, without any
signicant change in the photoemission spectra upon cooling.29

On the other hand, in situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) and in situX-ray diffraction (XRD)30 studies both concluded
that CVD graphene grows on Ni by dissolution/precipitation.
However, in contrast to the commonly accepted precipitation
mechanism proposed during cooling,13,16 graphene appears to
grow on Ni lms through isothermal diffusion of the subsurface
dissolved carbon and does not require cooling. Finally, in situ
spectroscopic ellipsometry of carbon deposition on Ni lms
duringCVDwas correlated to the number of graphene layers that
formed to yield some insight into its growth kinetics, indicating
that graphene forms both at growth temperature and during
cooling.31 These in situ experiments indicate that, similar to
carbon nanotubes,32–36 graphene can grow by more than one
mechanism depending on the conditions,29,30,37 and that easily-
implemented, real-time diagnostics are necessary to understand
and optimize the kinetics and quality of graphene grown under
conventional CVD growth conditions.

Here we present UV-Raman spectroscopy, optical reectivity,
and microscope-based videography as implementable real-time
diagnostics to measure the kinetics of graphene nucleation and
growth at high temperature, and to unambiguously determine
the fraction of graphene that precipitates upon cooldown. Sub-
second pulses of gas with varying acetylene partial pressure are
employed to understand graphene nucleation and growth
kinetics resulting from well-dened doses and exposures, allow-
ing the exploration of different growth stages. Both the growth
kinetics and the fractional isothermal precipitation are shown to
be governed by the C2H2 partial pressure in the CVD pulse for a
given lm thickness and temperature. High partial pressures are
shown to drive up to 94% of the graphene growth to occur within
the "1 s gas pulse period, while lower partial pressures initiate
isothermal growth that continues seconds aer the gaspulse. The
observed ux-dependence of the isothermal growth is discussed
in the context of a dissolution precipitation model.

Experimental
Pulsed CVD of graphene

The pulsed CVD reactor was based on a high temperature
microscope stage (Linkam, TS 1500) (Fig. 1a) which was modi-
ed by replacing all of the electrical feedthroughs with O-ring
sealed versions to allow operation at gas pressures down to 10#3

Torr. For pulsed growth, Ar (100 sccm) and H2 (20 sccm) gases
were owed continuously through the reactor, and acetylene gas
was injected from a pulsed valve (Parker model: 099-0340-900)
using a 1.0 ms wide electrical pulse supplied by a digital delay
generator (Stanford Research Systems, DG545), which was
subsequently amplied to drive the valve. The amount of gas
introduced per pulse depends on the backing pressure supplied

to the pulsed valve and was 0.2 standard cubic centimeters (scc)
at 20 psi (1773 Torr), as determined from pressure rises
measured in a calibrated volume. With a backing pressure of
400 Torr and a 4 : 1 Ar : C2H2 mixture (C2H2 concentration $
20% or the maximum used in these experiments) the amount of
acetylene injected in a gas pulse was therefore 0.009 scc. To
compare the conditions during a 0.2 s (FWHM) gas pulse
(Fig. 1b) to those used in continuous CVD ow reactors, the
equivalent ow rate of acetylene and its partial pressure for the
richest (20% C2H2) gas mixture were estimated to be "2.7 sccm
and"0.14 Torr, respectively. All experiments were carried out at
a total pressure of "7 Torr, and in the temperature range of
720–880 !C with heating and cooling rates of 60 !C min#1.

To understand the gas propagation dynamics, including the
shape and the temporal width of the C2H2 pulse at the substrate
location, 3D modeling of the CVD reactor was performed (see
ESI,† Section 1). Fig. 1b shows the C2H2 mass-fraction at the
center of the substrate as a function of time aer opening the
valve. According to this calculation the C2H2 gas pulse has a
narrow initial peak ("20 ms FWHM) followed by a long tail
("200 ms FWHM with a duration of "1 s), which can be
explained by relatively long (up to 1 s) trapping of acetylene in
the stage due to formation of vortices in the gas ow. The C2H2

peak arrives at the center of the substrate 14 ms aer actuating
the valve. A more detailed description of this model, which
includes the 3D distribution of the gas ow velocity, tempera-
ture, and mass fraction of acetylene in the stage, is given in the
ESI.† These calculations show that the shape and duration of
the feedstock gas pulse will allow one to study fast nucleation
and growth kinetics occurring within sub-second times.

Pulsed gas introduction therefore provides precise control of
the amount of carbon released for CVD of graphene on the
surface of the Ni lms. In this study only a single gas pulse of
Ar/C2H2 was used, and regardless of the partial pressure of C2H2

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the experimental setup used for in situ Raman
measurements of graphene growth by pulsed CVD. (b) Calculated C2H2 gas pulse
at the center of a Ni/SiO2/Si substrate.
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used in the experiments, the total pressure used to back the
pulsed valve was maintained at 400 Torr to ensure constant gas
dynamics.

Sample preparation

A 0.5 mm Ni lm was deposited onto a 5 mm % 5 mm Si
substrate with a 0.5 mm SiO2 buffer layer using electron beam
evaporation. All catalyst substrates were pre-annealed in a
furnace at 800 !C for 15 minutes in owing Ar (2000 sccm)/H2

(200 sccm) at atmospheric pressure to develop a grain structure.
This time was found sufficient to minimize further grain
development upon heating to the growth temperature in the
microscope stage as monitored by in situ optical reectivity and
microscopy. This substrate was placed inside a ceramic boat on
a thin sapphire disk in the heater assembly of the microscope
stage (Fig. 1a).

Temperature measurements

The microscope stage thermocouple readings were calibrated to
determine the actual surface temperature of the Ni/SiO2/Si
samples using the known shis and linewidths (FWHM) of the
520 cm#1 Si line in the Stokes and anti-Stokes regions of the
Raman spectrum of the SiO2/Si substrate.38,39 This method is
more reliable than that based on the integrated intensity ratio
of the Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman lines, since the ratio
method requires correction factors for the absorption coeffi-
cients and the Raman cross sections at the excitation, Stokes,
and anti-Stokes frequencies, which are not well known.

In situ Raman measurements

Ramanspectrawere acquiredusinga single spectrometer stage of
a confocal, tunable micro/macro-Raman system (Jobin Yvon
Horiba, T64000) equipped with a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD
detector (Symphony Horiba JY). A continuous wave (cw) wave-
length-stabilized diode laser (404.5 nm, 35 mW, Ondax, 2.6 mW
at the sample) was used as a UV-excitation source for Raman
spectra acquisition where blackbody radiation background at
elevated temperatures could be minimized. To lter out the
excitation laser light, a 405 nm edge lter (Semrock) was used. To
suppress the amplied spontaneous emission from the laser a
reective volume holographic grating beam splitter (Ondax) was
used. The laser beam on the sample was defocused to a spot size
of "24 mm to sample growth over many Ni grains, and to mini-
mize heating or damage of the graphene in these experiments.

The scattered light was collected through a microscope in
the back-scattering conguration using a long working distance
microscope objective (50%, NA $ 0.5). To monitor both the G-
and 2D-graphene bands simultaneously, a low dispersion
grating (900 grooves per mm) was used in the spectrometer.

To perform kinetics measurements the CCD detector
acquired spectra in 1 second acquisitions. The pulsed gas valve
was red 0.8 ms aer a synchronization pulse output was
received from the shutter on the CCD detector that signaled the
rst acquisition period in a sequence. The valve opening was
detected by a microphone attached to the valve, and the relative
timing was adjusted with a digital delay generator (SRS DG545).

In situ videography and time-resolved reectivity

The same modied (Linkam) microscope stage was used with a
different microscope (Olympus BH-2) equipped with an ultra-
long working distance (22.5 mm) objective (50%, NA $ 0.42) to
conduct in situ microscope-based videography and time-
resolved reectivity measurements. Video movies of graphene
growth were acquired through the microscope using a CCD
camera with a frame rate of 30 fps. Time resolved reectivity of
the white light illumination on the substrate was simulta-
neously measured at 50 samples per s using a photodiode
attached to one of the microscope's eyepieces and a Keithley
6485 picoammeter to record the photocurrent. A microphone
attached to the valve was used to trigger a pulse from a digital
delay generator (SRS DG545) which was summed with the
photocurrent to leave an easily discernible time mark at a preset
delay to synchronize the valve opening with the reectivity
photocurrent (see Fig. S3, ESI†). To verify the effect of further
development of the Ni lm grain structure on its reectance a
pre-annealed Ni lm (see Sample preparation section) was
heated up to 800 !C in owing Ar/H2 (100/20 sccm, respectively)
and exposed to a single pulse of pure Ar (Fig. S3, ESI†). In this
case the reectivity signal did not show any changes upon
exposure to the Ar pulse and exhibited only a small decrease
("0.5%) aer 60 s annealing time at 800 !C.

Ex situ characterization

As synthesized graphene was investigated by scanning electron
microscopy (Zeiss, Merlin SEM at "3 kV). Ex situ Raman
measurements were performed using a cw 532 nm laser (up to
10 mW at sample location).

Results and discussion
Characterization of graphene grown by pulsed CVD

Few-layer graphenewith lowdefect density andcomplete coverage
was grown rapidly on Ni substrates using single, sub-second
pulses of diluted acetylene at high temperatures. The number of
graphene layers and the surface coveragewere found todependon
the growth temperature, the partial pressure of the feedstock gas,
the Ni lm thickness and its grain structure and size.

Fig. 2 shows SEM images of graphene grown on Ni lms at
two different temperatures (720 !C and 840 !C) for three

Fig. 2 SEM images of graphene grown on 0.5 mm thick Ni films using a single
pulse of Ar/C2H2 gas for different C2H2 concentrations (indicated at the top of
each column). The growth temperatures were (a)–(c) 720 !C and (d)–(f) 840 !C.
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concentrations of C2H2 (5%, 10%, 20%) in the injected gas
mixture (corresponding to 0.035, 0.07, and 0.14 Torr acetylene
partial pressures during a "0.2 s pulse in the reactor). At a
growth temperature of 720 !C, the surface coverage is not
complete and depends on the concentration of C2H2. For the
growth at 720 !C, the surface coverage of graphene can be
estimated from these SEM images as 69, 77, and 86% for C2H2

concentrations of 5, 10, and 20%, respectively. At the higher
growth temperature of 840 !C, however, complete surface
coverage was observed for all concentrations of C2H2 used in
this study.

To characterize the quality of the graphene grown by pulsed
CVD on Ni lms we compared the room temperature Raman
spectra with that from a reference sample of single layer, single-
crystal graphene suspended over the 7 mm holes of a 2000 mesh
Au TEM-microscope grid (Fig. 3) measured using the same
experimental setup. The ratios of the 2D and G peak intensities,
I(2D)/I(G), for these two cases are very similar: 3.7 for the Ni-lm
and 3.2 for the suspended single layer graphene. However, the
similarity in the I(2D)/I(G) does not mean that graphene on the
Ni lm is also a monolayer since bilayer graphene can exhibit
the same I(2D)/I(G) ratio depending on the layer stacking.17,19,40

Moreover, the strong interaction between a graphene mono-
layer and a Ni (111) surface is predicted to result in signicant
changes in its electronic structure,41 which could signicantly
inuence the intensity and frequencies of its Raman modes.
One experimental study supports this prediction, reporting that
the Raman spectra of monolayer graphene on Ni was not
detectable in the spectral region from 1000 to 3000 cm#1, while
bilayer and few-layer graphene was observable.42 The trans-
formation of the Raman spectrum of graphene due to this
strong coupling to the Ni (111) surface is not clear yet and
requires further theoretical and experimental investigations.

In our case the strong Raman G- and 2D-peaks of graphene
observed on Ni lms (Fig. 3) with the I(2D)/I(G) ratio"3.7 can be
explained by the formation of turbostratic bilayer graphene
under these growth conditions. Turbostratically stacked bilayer
graphene has two distinct features, which result from the
decoupling of the graphene layers, i.e., a narrow 2D band
compared to that of the AB stacked graphene and an I(2D)/I(G)
ratio that exceeds that for single layer graphene.43,44

To estimate the width and the I(2D)/I(G) ratio and also to
explore the uniformity of the graphene layers across the Ni lm,
spatial mapping of the Raman spectrum was performed for as-
grown graphene on the Ni lm (Fig. 4) and aer transfer to a
SiO2 (0.3 mm)/Si substrate (Fig. S4, S5, and Table S1, ESI†).
Fig. 4a shows the I(2D)/I(G) ratio Raman map measured for
graphene grown at 840 !C using a 532 nm excitation wavelength
and a 1 s acquisition time for each point. The corresponding
SEM image is shown in Fig. 2d. The map demonstrates "10 mm
patches with a 2D/G ratio > 4. For example, point 5 (Fig. 4a)

Fig. 3 Raman spectrum of graphene grown on a Ni film by pulsed CVD at 880 !C
and 17% concentration of C2H2 (blue curves). Raman spectrum of suspended
single layer, single crystal graphene grown on Cu foil by low pressure, continuous
CVD and transferred to a 2000 mesh microscope grid is shown for comparison
(red curves). All spectra are normalized to the intensities of the 2D-bands.
The narrow peaks marked by asterisks are ambient O2 (1556 cm#1) and N2

(2331 cm#1) Raman lines.

Fig. 4 (a) Raman map (62 mm % 62 mm) of the I(2D)/I(G) ratios measured for
graphene grown at 840 !C using a 5% concentration of C2H2. The average
intensities of the 2D- and G-bands in the range of 2690–2701 cm#1 and 1574–
1585 cm#1, respectively, were used to calculate the ratios. The corresponding SEM
image is shown in Fig. 2d. The 12 dots on the map indicate the positions for the
corresponding Raman spectra shown below in (b) points 7–12 and (c) points 1–6.
The map was acquired using a 532 nm excitation wavelength (laser spot size at
the sample "2 mm) with 1 s acquisition time for each point and 2 mm increments.
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shows the G- and 2D-bands at 1580 cm#1 and 2695 cm#1,
respectively, with corresponding bandwidths of 18 cm#1 and
24 cm#1 (FWHM), and a I(2D)/I(G) ratio of 6.7 (Fig. 4c), which
can be attributed to turbostratic bilayer graphene. This gra-
phene is intermixed with few layer graphene (I(2D)/I(G) < 1,
Fig. 4b) having domains of approximately the same size.
Transfer of graphene grown under these conditions to a SiO2

(0.3 mm)/Si substrate using a standard transfer procedure (see
Fig. S4) gives similar results in the regions composed from
turbostratic bilayer graphene, but with an even higher I(2D)/I(G)
ratio (up to 13.5) and a similarly narrow 2D band ("24 cm#1,
FWHM) (see Fig. S5 and Table S1†).

Increasing the relative concentration of C2H2 (20%) at the
same growth temperature results in growth of few layer gra-
phene with a more uniform distribution of the number of layers
across the Ni lm (see Fig. S6, ESI†). The corresponding Raman
map of graphene grown under these conditions and transferred
to a SiO2/Si substrate (see Fig. S7, ESI†) shows Raman spectra,
which are very similar to those measured on the Ni lm (Fig. S6,
ESI†). This comparison conrms synthesis of few layer gra-
phene under these growth conditions.

In situ Raman spectroscopy

Acquiring real-time Raman spectra of graphene growth at
elevated temperatures was optimized in the described confocal
microRaman spectroscopy setup subject to the following
experimental observations: First, a 1 second spectral acquisi-
tion time was chosen to match the observed kinetics and gas
pulse width, yet still provide sufficient signal-to-noise ratio.
Second, 404.5 nm excitation was utilized to acquire Raman
spectra where the blackbody radiation background was mini-
mized, however at the expense of reduced 2D band intensity.45

We measured the inuence of the excitation wavelength on the
2D/G ratio by comparing Raman spectra measured at 532 nm
and 404.5 nm using the same location on single layer graphene
suspended over a microscope grid (see Fig. S8, ESI†). At room
temperature it was found that operating at 404.5 nm reduces
the I(2D)/I(G) by a factor of 3.7 when compared to operating at
532 nm. Third, while the integrated intensity of the G-band
remains constant for graphene on Ni lms when the tempera-
ture increases from 25 !C to 840 !C, allowing its use as an in situ
diagnostic of graphitic carbon, the integrated intensity of the
2D band was found to decrease linearly by a factor of 1.5 over
the same range. Hence, we did not use the 2D band for quan-
titative estimates of graphene formation. Fourth, the laser spot
was defocused to a relatively large 24 mm diameter on the Ni
substrate to ensure that the laser was not heating or damaging
graphene during or aer growth. All of these factors were
considered in the choice of operating conditions for the
measurements.

Fig. 5 shows typical Raman spectra (measured with 1 s
acquisition times) for graphene growth at 800 & 20 !C upon
exposure to a single C2H2 pulse initiated at time t $ 0 (see
Fig. 1b). A narrow G-band is observed at 1566 cm#1 during the
rst 1 second acquisition. The 2D-band can just be discerned,
but with very low intensity. Fig. 6 plots the integrated intensity

of the G band as a function of time aer the valve opens. The
second acquisition (from 1.7 s to 2.7 s) shows"1.5 times higher
intensity. All subsequent acquisitions do not show any changes
in the integrated intensity of the G-band (Fig. 6). This means
that under these particular growth conditions, isothermal gra-
phene growth initiates during the rst 1 second acquisition,
and is completed by t $ 2.7 s.

To understand if there is any additional precipitation of
graphene during cooling, in situ Raman spectra were acquired
during ramping (at 60 !C min#1) back to room temperature. In
this case, a 20 s acquisition time was used to increase the signal
to noise ratio. Fig. 7a compares Raman spectra of graphene
grown at 800 !C by a single Ar/C2H2 gas pulse, measured both at
the growth temperature and aer cooling to room temperature.

Fig. 5 (a) Time evolution of the G- and 2D-Raman bands of graphene measured
in situ at 800 !C using an excitation wavelength of 404.5 nmwith acquisition time
of 1 s after exposure to a single pulse of C2H2 (20% concentration) at t $ 0. The
bottom spectrum corresponds to the first acquisition from t$ 0 to t$ 1 s. The end
times for all subsequent acquisitions are indicated at the right. The corresponding
spectra are offset vertically by 30 counts per s relative to each other.

Fig. 6 Integrated Raman scattering intensity of the G-band (from 1450 to
1700 cm#1) measured in situ during graphene growth at 800 !C (20% C2H2) (see
Fig. 5) as a function of time after opening the pulsed valve. The points correspond
to the ends of the 1 s acquisition intervals and the point at t $ 0 shows back-
ground, i.e., corresponds to the interval from –1 to 0 s. The green curve (dia-
monds) shows the reflectivity signal (1 # R/R0) integrated over time in the
corresponding Raman acquisition intervals (see Fig. S9, ESI†).
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At 800 !C, the G- and 2D-bands exhibit downshis relative
to their room temperature positions of 21 cm#1 and 44 cm#1,
respectively. Temperature-dependent Raman spectral line-
shis in graphene have been explained theoretically by its
lattice anharmonicity and by strain induced by thermal expan-
sion mismatch with the substrate. The linewidths of the bands
are dened by the anharmonic phonon–phonon and electron–
phonon interactions.46,47 A larger increase in the integrated
intensity of the 2D-band ("40%) is observed in this case. The
integrated intensity of the G-band is a good measure of
graphitic carbon and has been used for in situ monitoring of
carbon nanotube growth.48–53

Fig. 7b shows integrated intensities of the G- and 2D-bands
measured during cooling to room temperature as a function of
temperature. The integrated intensity of the G-band remains
constant in the temperature range from 720 !C to 25 !C,
although a very small ("10%) increase is observed from 800 !C
to 720 !C. Overall, this indicates that less than 10% of graphene
grows during cooling for these growth conditions. In contrast to
the G-band, the integrated intensity of the 2D-band increases
linearly from 720 !C to 25 !C. The linear temperature depen-
dence of the integrated 2D-band intensity was conrmed also in
other runs where the G-band remained constant, so we
conclude it is not related to the precipitation of graphene.

At reduced concentrations of C2H2 (5%), however, the
measurements indicate that a higher fraction of graphene
forms on cooling. Fig. 8 shows that following pulsed isothermal
growth at 840 !C, the G-band increases by "50% during cool-
down between 840 and 640 !C and remains approximately

constant during further cooling from 640 !C to room tempera-
ture. This means that approximately 50% of the graphene grows
isothermally at 840 !C, and 50% grows during cooling.

Fig. 9 summarizes the results of 10 growth runs conducted at
different temperatures and C2H2 concentrations. One can see
that even at the same growth conditions there are some devia-
tions in the estimated amount of graphene precipitated during

Fig. 7 (a) Raman spectra of graphene measured at the growth temperature of
800 !C (20% C2H2) (red) and after cooling to room temperature (blue) using an
excitation wavelength of 404.5 nm and acquisition time of 20 s. (b) Integrated
intensities of the G- (from 1450 to 1700 cm#1) and 2D- (from 2550 to 2950 cm#1)
Raman bands measured during cooling from the growth temperature (800 !C) to
room temperature.

Fig. 8 (a) Raman spectra of graphene measured at the growth temperature of
840 !C (5% C2H2) (red) and after cooling to room temperature (blue) using an
excitation wavelength of 404.5 nm and acquisition time of 20 s. (b) Integrated
intensities of the G- (from 1450 to 1700 cm#1) and 2D- (from 2550 to 2950 cm#1)
Raman bands measured during cooling from the growth temperature (840 !C) to
room temperature.

Fig. 9 Summary of the results on graphene precipitation during cooling based
on in situ Raman measurements at different growth temperatures and C2H2

concentrations. Each point corresponds to a different run. The percentage of
precipitation during cooling was estimated based on the temperature depen-
dence of the integrated intensity of the G-band as described for the runs shown
in Fig. 7 and 8.
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cooling. This is likely due to non-uniformities in the Ni grain
structure within different observation spots. The measurements
also show that decreasing the C2H2 concentration by a factor of
4 increases the fraction of graphene that precipitates during
cooling by a factor of "2. The lowest fraction of precipitation
during cooling (an average of 6%) is observed at 800 !C and high
(20%) C2H2 concentration. Note that the actual values of the
precipitated fractions could be even lower for the case where the
G-band of single layer graphene does not appear in the Raman
spectra of graphene grown on Ni lms.

These in situ Raman experiments clearly show that under
pulsed CVD conditions graphene grows isothermally at the
growth temperature with some fraction precipitated during
cooling, the amount depending on the growth temperature and
C2H2 concentration (Fig. 9). Decreasing the C2H2 concentration
as well as increasing the growth temperature results in a higher
fraction precipitated during cooling, which in the present case
can reach almost 50%. In situ Raman measurements also show
that graphene appears fast, within 1 s aer the introduction of a
C2H2 pulse. Currently, a more precise Raman spectroscopic
determination of the onset time for the appearance of graphene
is limited by the signal-to-noise ratio of our Raman setup.

Real-time optical imaging and time-resolved reectivity

To explore faster growth kinetics, direct video-rate microscopy
and in situ white light reectivity were used. However, these
techniques are not selective to graphene, and must be veried
using a graphene-selective in situ diagnostic such as the Raman
scattering technique employed above. Another advantage of this
approach is its ability to detect even a single layer graphene on
metal substrates including Ni.

Fig. 10 shows six selected frames from a movie (see ESI†)
taken during graphene growth using a single pulse of C2H2 at
800 !C. These images show that during the rst 0.5 s aer
opening the pulsed valve, there is no visible deposition of

graphene on the Ni surface. Aer this time, however, multiple
microns-sized graphene patches develop simultaneously across
the eld of view and grow rapidly. Those regions with a reec-
tivity decrease of >5% are shaded in red in Fig. 10. Aer 1.3 s
"85% of the whole surface is covered with graphene patches
without any changes at later times.

Fig. 11 shows the time evolution of the reected intensity
measured by the photodiode aer the release of a single pulse of
C2H2. The integrated intensities of the images selected from the
movie (see ESI† and Fig. 10) are shown on the gure as well. The
trends are almost identical, and show a slight "2% increase in
the reected intensity during the rst 0.5 s aer the valve opens.
Aer this, the reected intensity drops rapidly by"8% at the 1 s
mark, with only minor changes (<1%) thereaer. Both imaging
and reectivity data show an induction period ("0.5 s) where
the reectivity reaches its maximum, followed by a rapid
decrease and saturation in reectivity corresponding to the
graphene growth period. The reason for the small initial
increase in the reected intensity is unclear, but may be due to
the accumulation of carbon precursors on the surface or in the
grain boundaries, or dissolution-induced change in the surface
structure of the Ni grains that result in surface smoothening of
the lm to produce a more reective surface.

To conrm that these reectivity-based kinetics measure-
ments correspond to graphene growth, we duplicated the
pulsed-CVD growth conditions of the in situ Raman measure-
ments presented in Fig. 5 and 6 (see Fig. S9, ESI†). The function
1 # R/R0 (R0 and R are the reected intensities before and aer
opening the valve, respectively) was integrated over 1 s intervals
at the same times used during the Raman experiments (see
Fig. 5 and 6). The resulting integrals are plotted in Fig. 6. One
can see that the magnitude and temporal behavior of the
reectivity signal measured by the photodiode match the G-
band intensity from the in situ Raman measurements obtained
with lower time resolution. Optical reectivity therefore appears

Fig. 10 A set of six selected frames from amovie taken during graphene growth
using a single pulse of C2H2 at 800 !C (backing Ar/H2 (5 : 1) pressure "300 Torr).
The field of view is restricted by an octagonal microscope aperture. The numbers
indicate corresponding frames (top) and times (bottom) starting from valve
opening, whichwas defined by a slight shift in the image due to the acoustic shock
generated by the valve. The graphene patches were colored in red for clarity.

Fig. 11 Normalized intensity of the microscope white light reflected from Ni/
SiO2/Si substrate measured with a photodiode as a function of time after release
of a C2H2 pulse (blue curve) at 800 !C. Integrated intensities of the sequential
frames from a movie (Fig. 10) obtained by image analysis (dots). The calculated
C2H2 gas pulse is shown for comparison.
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to be a useful real-time optical diagnostic for graphene growth
that can be readily-implemented in various types of reactors.

Fig. 12 shows the reectivity response during the pulsed-
CVD of graphene at 800 !C for different C2H2 concentrations
and Ni lm thicknesses. In all cases there is an initial small
increase in reectivity during exposure to the C2H2 pulse fol-
lowed by a decrease due to graphene formation. At a C2H2

concentration of 5% most of the growth is observed to occur
long aer the C2H2 has cleared from the microscope stage. As
shown in Fig. 12a, increasing the acetylene concentration drives
faster isothermal graphene growth. At 20% C2H2 concentration,
the growth time is <1 second. Decreasing the Ni lm thickness
also results in a reduction in growth time (Fig. 12b).

The induction and growth times for the 0.5 mm thick lm
from Fig. 12a are plotted in Fig. 13 as a function of C2H2

concentration. Both are seen to follow a similar trend,
decreasing an order of magnitude when the acetylene concen-
tration is increased a factor of four.

Similarly, decreasing the Ni lm thickness from 0.5 to
0.25 mm also results in a decrease of the induction (from 2.2
to 0.7 s, respectively) and growth times (from 12 to 1.9 s,
respectively, in Fig. 12b). This indicates that the bulk of the Ni
lm is involved in the growth process. Interestingly, very similar
induction and growth times can be obtained for 0.5 mm thick
lms by doubling the C2H2 concentration from 5% to 10%.

The isothermal growth and the observed kinetics can be
explained in the context of the following model, which includes

catalytic decomposition of C2H2 at the surface of the Ni lm,
surface nucleation of graphene, and diffusion of C atoms into
the bulk of the Ni lm.

In the case when the diffusion time is much shorter than the
graphene nucleation time (tdiff ' tnucl) all C atoms provided by
the C2H2 gas pulse diffuse into the Ni lm. This occurs at low
C2H2 concentrations. At the present temperatures in such thin
Ni lms the diffusion times are relatively short, e.g., it takes only
"37 ms for carbon to diffuse the full depth of a 0.5 mm thick Ni
lm at 800 !C.54 Under these conditions, and when considering
the solubility of C in Ni, the maximum possible amount of
carbon dissolved in Ni is only capable of supporting the growth
of"7 graphene layers.54 Following dissolution, the second stage
in graphene synthesis is the formation of graphene nuclei at the
surface of the Ni lm. The formation of these nuclei depletes
the carbon in their vicinity and creates a concentration
gradient, which drives carbon from the underlying bulk Ni to
the free surface. As the graphene nuclei grow, they serve as
catalysts to accelerate the ow of carbon atoms from the Ni bulk
toward its surface. In this case, graphene must nucleate and
grow on the Ni surface entirely from dissolved carbon. Nucle-
ation can occur slowly, triggering accelerated growth that
terminates due to carbon depletion. Such behavior can be
described by typical autocatalytic kinetics.

As the C2H2 concentration increases, or the temperature
decreases, buildup of surface/subsurface carbon can decrease
the nucleation time of surface graphene to be comparable to
that of the carbon diffusion time (tdiff $ tnucl). In this case,
graphene nuclei begin to grow while the carbon is concentrated
near the top of the lm, driving faster growth from the bulk.

Even lower temperatures and higher concentrations of C2H2

can drive growth preferentially to the surface/subsurface mode.
In this case the nucleation time is much shorter than the
diffusion time (tdiff [ tnucl) and the solubility of C in Ni is also
lower than in the case of higher temperatures. For example, at
675 !C the diffusion time into a 0.5 mm Ni lm is "0.45 s and
decreased solubility is capable of supporting only "4 graphene
layers. In this limiting case it is possible that surface chemistry
and surface growth of graphene may compete with dissolution
of atomic carbon for high acetylene concentrations and lower

Fig. 12 Reflected intensities versus time at (a) different concentrations of C2H2

and (b) different Ni films thicknesses. The growth temperature in all cases was
800 !C. The calculated C2H2 gas pulse is shown for comparison and the vertical
band marks its total duration. Note that the time scale is offset by 0.5 s to allow
the use of a logarithmic scale.

Fig. 13 Summary of the induction and growth times as a function of C2H2

concentration from Fig. 12a.
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temperatures through the rapid formation of surface interme-
diates, which are difficult to dissolve.

In the context of this model, although surface processes
cannot be ruled out in the pulsed-CVD experiments presented
here, the observed isothermal growth and high fractional
precipitation observed in this study, as well as the ux-depen-
dence of the observed induction and growth kinetics, can be
explained mainly through bulk diffusion and precipitation
processes, driven by concentration gradients.

Recently, a similar kinetic growth model was described to
explain the ux-dependence of the number of layers of gra-
phene formed on Ni during isothermal growth using contin-
uous gas introduction.55,56 The model includes similar reaction
rates for the arrival, dissolution, and precipitation of carbon.
Graphene is assumed to form a monolayer on the catalyst
surface when the surface carbon concentration reaches a crit-
ical value, followed by the precipitation and formation of the
second layer and subsequent additional layers from carbon
beneath the surface (that dissolved through leaks in the surface
monolayer, see Fig. 2, ref. 56). However, our pulsed approach
allows one to investigate the situation where an initial charge of
carbon is injected into the Ni lm and the feedstock ux is then
terminated. In this case (when tdiff ' tnucl), we revealed that
multiple layer graphene can precipitate quickly and isother-
mally from dissolved carbon aer an induction time, at a time
aer the surface concentration of carbon exceeds its maximum,
which is contrary to this model. As revealed in the imaging and
reectivity studies above, in this case graphene is observed to
nucleate in multiple patches aer an induction time that can
exceed the duration of the gas pulse. In this case nucleation and
growth appear to follow autocatalytic kinetics with induction
times for surface graphene nucleation determined by subsur-
face carbon concentration levels. Detailed kinetics will be
published elsewhere.

Conclusions

The kinetics and mechanisms of graphene growth on Ni lms
were studied using a pulsed CVD approach combined with real-
time optical diagnostics. In situ UV-Raman spectroscopy with
simultaneous detection of both the G- and 2D-bands was used
to unambiguously detect isothermal graphene growth at high
temperatures, measure the growth kinetics with "1 s temporal
resolution, and estimate the fractional precipitation upon
cooldown. Optical reectivity and videography provided much
faster temporal resolution. Both the growth kinetics and the
fractional isothermal precipitation were found to be governed
by the C2H2 partial pressure in the CVD pulse for a given lm
thickness and temperature. Graphene precipitation during
cooling was shown to occur above 600 !C. Room-temperature
Raman spectroscopy and mapping of as-grown and transferred
graphene grown by single, sub-second acetylene pulses at low
partial pressures and high temperatures showed turbostratic
bilayer graphene with low defect density intermixed with few-
layer graphene patches.

Higher acetylene partial pressures were found to drive larger
fractions of isothermal graphene growth and shorter nucleation

and growth periods. For example, at 800 !C up to 94% of gra-
phene growth occurs isothermally within the "1 second acety-
lene gas lifetime in the growth chamber. The possible role of
autocatalytic surface chemical reactions should be considered
as a growth mechanism (along with dissolution/precipitation)
since very similar ux-dependent nucleation and growth
kinetics were observed in similar experiments in the pulsed-
CVD growth of SWNTs.24,25

However, at lower acetylene partial pressures the bulk of the
Ni lm was clearly involved in the growth. Isothermal graphene
growth was observed "10 seconds aer the growth gas was
cleared from the chamber, and this growth time was shown to
signicantly shorten when the thickness of the Ni lm was
reduced. These results were explained in the context of a
dissolution/precipitation model incorporating a ux-dependent
induction time to form graphene nuclei, and subsequent
deposition from dissolved carbon driven by concentration
gradients.

Time-resolved reectivity and microscope-based videog-
raphy of graphene growth kinetics were shown to agree with
those obtained from Raman experiments, indicating that these
easily-implementable techniques can be used as fast diagnos-
tics of graphene growth at high temperatures. Since the nucle-
ation time, growth rate, and product distribution can be
expected to vary with the partial pressure of acetylene in the
pulse (as shown for SWNTs)24,25 pulsed CVD coupled with fast,
in situ optical diagnostics opens new possibilities to explore and
control the ux-dependent growth kinetics and mechanisms of
this process for rapid synthesis and processing of graphene
with controlled number of layers.
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